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Abstract: No-take no-entry zones are the most restrictive tier of Marine Protected Areas
(MPAs), and prohibit all human activity that impacts the ecosystem they protect- including
boating, diving, and recreational, artisanal, and commercial fishing. No-take no-entry zones
cover 0.04% of the Mediterranean Sea. Their success in protecting biodiversity can be
compromised by the non-compliance of regional actors, such as recreational fishers. Recent
anecdotal studies capturing both the frequency of which recreational fishers commit violations of
conservation guidelines in general and the impacts of recreational fishers in the Mediterranean
on the integrity of conservation efforts highlighted the need to understand the benefits and
conflicts of no-take no-entry implementation from the perspective of recreational fishers
themselves. Here, through a case study of ten recreational fishers spread across the North
Aegean, using a series of interview questions- I compare this group’s view of no-take no-entry
zone implementation through personal accounts and anecdotal evidence. I show that this group
of ten fishermen, who are connected to wider organizations of regional fishing, is generally
concerned with the compliance of other, commercial actors in the region, the prospective
environmental and cultural impacts of no-take no-entry designations within their communities,
and the uneven enforcement of currently existing, mildly stringent restrictions. For example, a
budding organization of recreational fishermen reportedly concerned with representing their
community against unevenly distributed fishing restrictions and corrupt regulatory policing was
identified through formal and informal interviews with research subjects. As I show that
recreational fisher concerns largely align with regional community roadblocks in the effective
implementation of no-take no-entry zones, I also uncovered that while recreational fishers say
they are dedicated to preserving their maritime traditions and ability to engage in their pastime-
they also say they are committed to protecting holistic and environmental values in line with the
purpose of no-take no-entry zone implementation. These insights can be used to understand
resistance to the implementation of effective conservation measures such as no-take no-entry
zones, and identify pathways to encourage local acceptance of more stringent, and evenly
enforced fishing restrictions like no-take no-entry zones.


